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Abstract
Objects supporting the physical stability of an unstructured heap of items are often
heavily or completely occluded by the objects that they are supporting. Identifying plausible supporting object candidates and their poses from visual information is challenging
because there may be many candidates and it is not practical to exhaustively verify each
one using physical simulation. We present a generative system which predicts the complete volumetric structure of a heap of objects from visible depth and semantic information. We leverage 3D conditional Wasserstein generative adversarial networks to perform
this task and inject differentiable context about physical stability from a second network
trained to score the physical stability of object heaps. We demonstrate that our system is
capable of generating physically stable heaps from visual information, and that the use
of both generative models and context about physical stability are crucial in replicating
the true distribution of hidden objects. We train and evaluate our system using a novel
simulation-based dataset1 which we also present in this work.
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Introduction

Visual scene understanding [18, 40] involves interpreting the content of an image and inferring properties of the underlying scene. Current research focuses on scene elements or
objects which are directly visible in the image but may be partially occluded [35]. In general, imagining objects which may be present but are completely occluded is challenging
because the potentially large number of possibilities are expensive to evaluate and difficult
to use for other tasks.
One scenario in which this challenge is mitigated involves imagination of hidden objects
which provide physical support to visible objects, either by supporting them from below
or from the side, and prevent them from moving or falling. Imagination of these hidden
supporting objects can be made on the basis of the physical support relations which need to
be present to stabilise the visible objects, in addition to whether the hidden object can be
contained in the occluded region of empty space. Imagination of hidden supporting objects
is also relevant to planning for manipulation tasks, as the configuration of hidden supporting
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
1 https://hectorbasevi.github.io/imagining-hidden-supporting-objects
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Figure 1: Our proposed system. Semantic information is embedded into a voxel representation using depth information, leaving occluded regions undefined (gold colour in the image).
This voxel embedding is fed into a scene imagination generator network, which also takes a
latent vector and stability score as context. The generator produces an imagined voxel representation in which all regions are defined. During training this output is then fed into both
a discriminator network and a pre-trained stability scoring network. The stability scoring
network is trained to produce higher scores for stable scenes than unstable scenes using the
Wasserstein distance. This score is also fed into the discriminator network. The discriminator learns to distinguish between real pairs of voxel representations and stability scores, and
synthetic pairs. The imagined voxel representation can be parsed into a set of object classes
and poses using an ICP-based parser [3], and this object-based representation can be fed into
a physics simulator to evaluate the stability of the imagined scene.
objects may affect which interactions with the scene are possible without causing objects to
fall [24].
Imagining hidden supporting objects can treated as a data-driven problem by recognising
that the distribution of the training data set implicitly contains information about physical
support and assuming that learning directly from the data should be sufficient to produce
plausible supporting objects. The problem can be treated either as a supervised regression
task or as a conditional sampling task using a generative model. Alternatively, the learning
process can incorporate an explicit learning signal about scene stability to guide training
towards physically stable solutions where learning only from the data may be insufficient.
In this work we evaluate the effectiveness of these two approaches for imagining hidden
supporting objects. We do so by designing a suitable prediction task and solution design.
Our task involves predicting a set of all scene objects, and this set of scene objects should
be both consistent with the visual information and physically stable. We construct a sophisticated and novel dataset for this task consisting of visual, semantic, geometric and physical
information. We design a novel objective and training scheme which exploits an explicit stability learning signal obtained from a neural network pre-trained via physical information,
as shown in fig. 1. We adopt a standardised neural network architecture for fair comparison
and compare behaviour against regression and generative adversarial training objectives not
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using stability information.
We find that there are trade-offs between the approaches. Our system trained via a regression objective provides the best consistency with regard to the visual information, but
produces the fewest hidden objects and poor physical stability. Our generative model trained
via an adversarial objective produces more hidden objects but does not improve the physical stability of solutions. Our generative model trained with context from a neural network
which scores the stability of the output of our generative model provides the most hidden
objects and best stability.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first work to tackle the imagination of completely
hidden objects providing physical support using a learnt generative approach informed by an
explicit stability learning signal. The main contributions of this work are:
1. A novel generative neural network and training scheme which learns to predict visible
objects and imagine hidden objects with context from a pre-trained neural network
which scores the stability of the imagined scenes.
2. A novel dataset for imagination of hidden objects consisting of rich visual, semantic,
geometric and physical information.
3. An analysis and comparison of the qualitative and quantitative behaviour of regression,
generative adversarial, and stability-guided generative adversarial learning and their
trade-offs.

2

Related works

There are a number of works and visual benchmarks on prediction tasks where physical
stability is a factor. These include the stability of tower structures [10, 17] and predicting
future states in multiple scenarios involving instability and collisions [2]. However, these
benchmarks centre around understanding the physical behaviour of visible entities whereas
the most important entities in our benchmark are hidden. Benchmarks involving hidden
objects focus on object permanence [26] or non-rigid occluders [32] rather than physical
support of rigid objects.
Physical stability has been used to facilitate other tasks, such as constructing structures
[19] and scene parsing [6]. Our application is conceptually similar but our design, embodying stability information via a neural network which provides learning supervision to a task
network, is more efficient. It avoids the exhaustive pose sampling used in Li et al. [19] in
their generation phase and is computationally tractable for complex objects and scenes unlike Du et al. [6], which makes heavy use of expensive physical simulation in their training
phase through REINFORCE [34]. Efforts are being made to reduce the computational cost
of obtaining gradients via physical simulation [8].
Scene completion systems produce a full representation of a scene from partial (visible)
information, but do not in general consider physical properties of the scene [7, 9, 12, 31].
When physical properties are considered, this information is used to improve the prediction
of partially visible objects rather than imagine hidden objects [29, 30].
Scene generation systems sample scenes unconditionally from a target distribution in
image space [13], in voxel space [37], or in object pose space [39]. Our system samples all
scene objects simultaneously in a voxel space, conditioned on visual and physical stability
context.

4
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A recent promising strand of research in neural rendering using volumetric radiance
fields [21] has begun to explore unconditional scene generation [23] and conditional object completion [38], but has not yet been extended to generation or completion of scenes
containing many objects.

3

The task and dataset

Comparing different approaches to imagining hidden objects requires a physical scenario
which is realistic but has a limited amount of complexity. We choose to examine unstructured
heaps of realistic objects, chosen from the YCB object set [4]. This set consists of 14 objects
including cups, plates, bowls, boxes, and fruit. We synthetically generate scenes by choosing
a random object from the set and simulating the effect of dropping it on top of the table and
any pre-existing objects via a physics engine [5]. Once the objects have come to rest the
process is repeated to produce object heaps containing between 1 and 25 objects. Simulation
is necessary to collect information at the end of the generation process which is occluded
such as the poses of objects which are hidden, and information which cannot be collected in
the real world such as locations and magnitudes of contact forces between objects.
We generated a dataset of 3900 scenes consisting of 1400 scenes containing between 1
object and 14 objects drawn without replacement and 2500 scenes containing between 1 object and 25 objects drawn with replacement. These scenes were then subdivided into training
(80 %), validation (10 %), and testing (10 %) sets. Having generated a set of object instances
and poses for each scene, we used the scene description to produce RGBD images, semantic and instance maps, semantic volumetric occupancy, and contact forces between pairs of
objects. All scenes are physically stable by construction. We choose to work in a relatively
small data regime for scene imagination to minimise the possibility that the generative model
can solve the problem trivially by memorising the training data and replicating the nearest
training example.
We generated a separate dataset via the same method to train a system which learns to
score scene stability. Such a system requires unstable as well as stable scenes so we generated potentially unstable scenes relating to counterfactual questions: “Would the scene have
been unstable if an object was in a different pose?”, and “Would the scene have been unstable if an object was missing?”. To simulate the former we apply a random pose perturbation
to a single object from a stable scene, resulting in one potentially stable or unstable perturbed scene per scene object. To simulate the latter we remove a single object from a stable
scene, again resulting in one potentially stable or unstable perturbed scene per scene object.
The goal of these questions is to allow the stability prediction system to learn when moving
objects affects scene stability, and when adding or removing objects affects scene stability.
The stability dataset consists of 79 800 scenes in total. The datasets are accessible from the
project webpage2 .

2 https://hectorbasevi.github.io/imagining-hidden-supporting-objects
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Methods
The task

Each scene (see fig. 1) consists of a static table, and a set of objects S, where each object can
be defined in terms of its class c, rotation r, and translation t: si = {ci , ri ,ti }. The visual data
resulting from this scene consists of an RGB image IS and a depth image DS . Our goal is to
imagine a set of objects Ŝ such that Ŝ is consistent with IS and DS , and Ŝ is also physically
stable. We perform the process of inferring or imagining Ŝ within a semantic voxel space
for each class of object because of its advantages in the context of this task. Firstly, voxel
representations encode geometric information explicitly which can aid inference involving
physics as this benefits from information about geometry and collisions (overlapping voxels). Secondly, perturbations to object poses and the addition and removal of objects can
be performed by modifying sets of voxel values. These are relatively simple operations and
involve a representation of fixed size, in contrast to sequences of object poses. In this case,
altering an object pose involves different operations to adding or removing an object, and
adding or removing objects alters the length of the sequence.
Given IS , we assume that a semantic segmentation map CS can be created. State-of-the-art
systems for semantic segmentation provide high quality results [36] but to avoid the choice of
semantic segmentation system confounding results we operate from ground truth CS . Given
CS and DS , we embed the semantic segmentation onto the depth surface to produce a partially
segmented voxel representation VSp . This representation contains semantic information about
the visible surfaces and free space, but lacks information about occluded regions of the scene.
The central task of this work is to learn a function gθ which samples fully segmented voxel
representations VSf from the conditional distribution:
gθ (VSp ) ∼ P(VSf | VSp )

(1)

Given a fully segmented voxel representation VSf , we convert back into a set of objects
S using a fixed parsing algorithm which is based on ICP [3]. The voxel segmentation is
semantic rather than instance-based and so the parsing algorithm is applied to the voxel
segmentation of each semantic class in an iterative manner. The parsing algorithm iteratively
identifies and removes object instances from the voxel segmentation of the class until the
segmentation is well explained by a (possibly empty) set of object instances. Please see
supplementary material for additional details.
The representation S allows analysis of visual consistency through rendering, and physical behaviour through simulation. Note that parsing and subsequent simulation operations
are only performed for analysis and are not used during the training process. Please see
supplementary material for additional details.

4.2

The proposed system

The distribution P(VSf | VSp ) may be multimodal if there are several unique sets of hidden
objects which are plausible given the visual information. We learn to sample from this
distribution using a volumetric conditional [22] Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Network
[1]. This system consists of a generator network gθ (VSp , z) and a discriminator network
dφ (VSf ,VSp ). The generator takes as input a latent vector z and both networks use VSp as
conditioning information. These networks are jointly trained to solve the objective:

6
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min max EV f ,V p ∼P(V f ,V p ) [dφ (VSf ,VSp )] − Ez∼P(z) [dφ (gθ (VSp , z),VSp )]
θ

φ

S

S

S

(2)

S

The discriminator is also subject to a Lipschitz continuity constraint [11].
We wish to also incorporate information about scene stability into the learning process.
We do so via a stability scoring network sψ (VSf ) which is trained to separate stable and
unstable scenes via the Wasserstein distance to solve the objective:


min EV f ∼P(V f unstable) [sψ (VSf )] − EV f ∼P(V f stable) [sψ (VSf )]
(3)
ψ

S

S

S

S

This maximises the separation of the scores for stable and unstable scenes, such that the
scores for stable scenes are higher. The scoring network is subject to a Lipschitz continuity
constraint [11].
After training sψ (VSf ) we calculate a normalisation operation so that the output of normalised sψ (VSf ) is of zero mean and has unit standard deviation when evaluated on its training data. This normalisation makes the output of sψ (VSf ) human-interpretable. Our full
system modifies both the generator and discriminator networks to use the normalised output
of sψ (VSf ) as additional conditioning, and the full loss becomes:

min max EV f ,V p ∼P(V f ,V p ) [dφ (VSf ,VSp , sψ (VSf ))]
φ
θ
S S
S S
(4)

− Ez∼P(z) [dφ (gθ (VSp , z, sψ (VSf )),VSp , sψ (gθ (VSp , z, sψ (VSf )))]
Treating the stability signal as context rather than a separate regression objective allows
the networks to learn to ignore the stability signal if that is advantageous, as it may be in the
early stages of training. When used in the wild the stability context information provided
to the generator can be sampled from the unit normal distribution due to the output normalisation of sψ (VSf ), or a value associated with either stability or instability. This allows an
element of control over the stability of the imagined scenes.
We train our full generative system incorporating stability context via eq. (4), and an
ablated generative system without stability context via eq. (2). We also train a non-generative
baseline via the regression objective:
min gθ (VSp ) − VSf

(5)

θ

4.3

Architectures

We implement all generators using a single U-Net [27] design consisting of 11 convolutional
layers. The generators only differ in their input layers as the latent z and stability score
sψ (VSf ) inputs require additional input channels. Both the discriminator network and stability scoring network are implemented via a modified DCGAN [25] discriminator. Unlike
DCGAN, we choose not to use batch normalisation [14] due to the variance between the
statistics of different batches, and instead use weight normalisation [28]. All networks use
leaky rectified linear units [20] in hidden layers. We use the training hyperparameters proposed by Gulrajani et al. [11], including the scheme of 5 critic training batches per generator
training batch, and the parameters of the Adam optimiser [15].
State-of-the-art computer vision architectures are undergoing a shift towards transformerbased [33] models, including for GANs [16]. Our aim is to compare different learning
schemes and so we opt for mature architectures to avoid confounding results.
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(a) Stability by scene complexity
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(b) Stability by object type

Figure 2: Mean stability scores over all scenes grouped according to the number of objects
in each scene, and according to the presence of specific objects [4].

(a) Depth error

(b) Mislabelling fraction

Figure 3: Depth error and pixel mislabelling fraction for ground truth and all explanation
models, evaluated using object instance poses produced by the parsing process. Ground
truth error corresponds to error resulting from the voxelisation and parsing processes applied
to ground truth scene information.

5
5.1

Experiments
Stability scoring

The stability scoring network learns to separate stable and unstable scenes via a Wasserstein
loss. After training for 25 epochs we examined normalised scores with respect to scene size,
and object types as shown in fig. 2. We found that increasing scene size resulted in decreasing
stability score until size 22 (fig. 2a), after which no further decrease was observed. This is
consistent with the expectation that increasing heap complexity creates more potential for
instability. We also found that most objects were associated with similar stability values with
the exception of the two largest objects in the set: the CheezIt box, and the Bowl (fig. 2b).
This makes sense, as these two objects are the most likely to be supporting other objects
due to their size and shapes, and so the stability of scenes containing these objects should be
sensitive to their existence and poses.

5.2

Visual consistency

We examined the visual consistency of the different systems in terms of the depth error
and semantic segmentation mislabelling fraction of the imagined scenes with respect to the
ground truth values, as shown in fig. 3. Here we observed that the baseline system trained
via regression achieved a lower depth error and mislabelling fraction than the other systems,

8
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Figure 4: Mean number of hidden objects in ground truth scenes and mean number of imagined hidden objects produced by our full system and baselines. Scenes are grouped by the
number of objects in the ground truth version of the scene.

(a) Instability from removing hidden objects

(b) Instability in imagined scenes

Figure 5: Instability for all explanation models tested on hard scenes. Lower object displacement indicates higher stability. Ground truth error corresponds to error resulting from the
voxelisation and parsing processes applied to ground truth scene information.

while both generative systems performed similarly. This demonstrates one half of a tradeoff between reconstructing the visible parts, and imagining the hidden parts of a scene (see
section 5.3). We have also plotted error for ground truth poses which were voxelised and
then parsed back to a pose set. These errors should be considered a bound on performance
because both the voxelisation and parsing processes lose information and this process is
applied to analysis of all systems. One potential solution for future work would be to train a
neural network system to perform the parsing process. We do not compare directly against
the voxelised ground truth scene because the goal is to produce scenes which are visually
and physically plausible and there may be multiple plausible scenes for a given set of visual
information.

5.3

Imagined objects

We examined the number of hidden objects present in the imagined scenes, and the effect on
stability of removing these hidden objects, as shown in fig. 4. Here we see a large difference
between regression and generative training. The regression baseline does not imagine hidden
objects. The generative baseline does imagine hidden objects, but fewer than the ground
truth. Only the system conditioned on stability produces results similar to the ground truth.
These differences are most acute for scene sizes above 15 objects.

9
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Figure 6: The effect of varying the latent input vector, and of varying the stability input
signal. The first row shows the effect of different random samples of the latent vector. The
second row shows the effect of varying the stability score, where scores go from very unstable to very stable moving from left to right. This figure is best viewed electronically.

5.4

Imagined scene stability

We identified the scenes containing hidden objects which were important to scene stability,
in the sense that their removal caused other objects to move (see fig. 5a), and tested the
systems on this subset (see fig. 5b). We found that voxel conversions and parsing operations
on the ground truth data induced a small amount of instability, but far below that of any
of the systems. Instability can result from objects having insufficient support due to poor
placement or a lack of supporting objects, and can also result from multiple objects being
placed such that they partially occupy the same space. All of these cases are physically
implausibly. Both baselines exhibit higher vertical displacements than the full system ( the
distance that objects fall), suggesting that stability context information is useful for biasing
generation towards stable scenes.

5.5

Generator conditioning

Finally, we examined the effect of both the latent vector and stability score on the output
of the full system. In fig. 6 we show examples of the effect of different input values on
the imagined scene. We see that the latent vector seems to encode local noise and has little
effect on the large-scale structure. Conversely, changing the stability score causes largescale changes to supporting objects. This demonstrates that stability is important to scene
imagination.

5.6

Qualitative performance

We include a selection of reconstructed scenes in fig. 7 to illustrate qualitative performance.
We observe the same general trends: the regression baseline performs best for simple scenes
but does not produce supporting objects. The generative baseline without stability context
is qualitatively similar to the full system but the differences become clear under quantitative
examination and stability simulation. Note that in many cases the systems imagine a different
set of hidden objects to those present in the ground truth scene.
The generative systems have a tendency to produce object fragments. GANs have a
known weakness in global consistency; one potential solution would be to use a state-of-theart GAN architecture in conjunction with training in a big data regime.
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(a)
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Figure 7: Examples of scenes imagined by the three explanation models. Each column
represents a different scene. The first row shows ground truth scenes. The second row shows
occluded regions in gold colour. The third row shows the regression baseline. The fourth
row shows the generative baseline without stability supervision. The fifth row shows the
full system. In general the regression baseline does not produce hidden objects for scenes
where they are not needed for stability and for scenes where they are needed for stability.
The generative baseline without stability supervision produces hidden objects, but which are
often different to those produced by the full system. Quantitative examination shows that
the hidden objects produced by the generative baseline result in less stable scenes than those
produced by the full system (see section 5.4). This figure is best viewed electronically and a
larger version of this figure, containing two scenes per page, can be found in supplementary
material.

6

Conclusions

In this work we presented a novel task and dataset for imagining hidden objects in scenes.
We found that a generative approach is important to imagining hidden objects, but that there
is a trade-off with visual consistency. We also demonstrated that learning from stability is
important to producing imagined hidden objects.
The fidelity of the voxel representation is an area in which the current work can be
improved. This could take the form of an increase in resolution, or the use of a sparse
representation to assign capacity only where it is needed. Adopting an object instance-based
representation (such as a set of object poses) offers the greatest potential but also brings with
it challenges such as making object shapes implicit, and providing stability supervision on
adding and removing objects without extensive object candidate sampling and the associated
computational cost. We hope that this work and dataset stimulates future research in the
community.
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